
We create clothes and accessories made of 100% merino wool for children, 
newborns and toddlers. We have also broadened our product por�olio by 
introducing accessories for adults.

We had had a dream to invent a product we could always rely on. We have 
wanted it to enable families to discover the world together not depending on 
the weather. At the same �me, product safety has always been the feature we 
would never compromise on.

We also believe that all the best things come from nature. Therefore, merino 
wool came as the perfect response to all of our needs. 

However, discovering the right material was not all it took to create a decent 
product. In order to make our garments as comfortable and useful as possible 
we have worked out every inch of our every item. We had made sure that the 
finishing of the knitwear we produce of has made our clothes and accessories 
machine-washable and colour-fast.

Responsible produc�on has always been our goal. Our collec�ons are sewn in 
a li�le, local sewing room. Our en�re produc�on process takes place within 
the EU. It is based exclusively on the 100% merino wool knitwear which is 
cer�fied with the Oeko Tex Standard 100 cer�ficate. This means that its safety 
for the natural environment as well as for humans` health has been validated. 
The same cer�fica�on applies even to all of the clothing tags we use for our 
items.

The products we put in your hands are the ones we trust. A�er all, our families 
wear them.

Ola & Marta

The founders of Woolbies
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Did you know that merino wool:

… has an�bacterial and an�allergenic proper�es?

… does not irritate skin (is not itchy) owing to the structure of its fibres?

… is thermoac�ve which means that it prevents skin from overhea�ng and 
keeps a warm comfort at a �me?

 … keeps the skin dry by absorbing the humidity?

… has odor-free proper�es as it prevents bacteria from mul�plying in its 
fibres?

… has self-cleaning proper�es due to �ny scales in its structure that rub against 
each other and push off the dirt?

… is easily refreshable by airing instead of frequent washing?

… is naturally stretchy, so that clothes made of it keep their proper shape for a 
long �me?

We thought it was enough to trust our pure merino wool and to make a whole 
collec�on of outdoor clothes and accessories of it.

At the same �me, the finishing of our material  has made it a�ainably easy to 
take care of it. 

While paging through the rest of this lookbook, please note that we base our 
produc�on exclusively on the pa�erns we design on our own and that have 
been printed upon our individual order. The same refers to the most of the 
colours used on our monocolour fabrics, as they have been obtained for us in 
our partner laboratories. This is why we proudly consider our items as one of 
a kind.  

Enjoy discovering the world of our styles, print and colours!



childrens’ playsuit zigzag
size 56/62

PA_ZL

reversible baby scarf zigzag/lime
one size

CH_LZ_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ bodysuit zigzag
sizes 56/62-80

BO_ZC

reversible baby cap with ties zigzag/lime
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36cm - 50cm)

CZ_LZ_S

baby blanket / swaddle zigzag
80x120 cm

OT_ZL_ONE_SIZE
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a kind.  
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childrens’ skirt zigzag
sizes 56/62-104/110

SK_Z

childrens’ reversible tube scarf zigzag/lime
one size

KO_LZ_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ reversible cap zigzag/lime
sizes from 3 months to approx. 6 years

(42cm - 53cm)
CZ_LZ

childrens’ longsleeve zigzag
sizes 68-104

BL_ZL



childrens’ leggins black
sizes 56/62-104

SP_CZ

girls’ longsleeve black
sizes 56/62-104

BL_MAR_CZ

childrens’ zipped hoodie black
sizes 68-104

RZ_CZO



childrens’ reversible cap sheeps/grey
sizes from 3 months to approx. 6 years

(42 cm - 53 cm)
CZ_OS

childrens’ reversible tube scarf
one size

KO_SZL_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ skirt black
sizes 56/62-104/110

SK_CZO

reversible baby cap with ties sheeps/pink
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36 cm - 50 cm)

CZ_RS_S

reversible baby cap with ties sheeps/grey
sizes sfrom 0 to 24 months (36 cm - 50 cm)

CZ_OS_S





childrens’ reversible cap sheeps/pink
sizes from 3 months to approx. 6 years

(42cm - 53cm)
CZ_RS

childrens’ bodysuit sheeps
sizes 56/62-80

BO_OS

childrens’ playsuit sheeps
size 56/62

PA_OS

childrens’ reversible tube scarf sheeps/pink
one size

KO_RS_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ longsleeve sheep
sizes 68-104

BL_CZO



reversible baby scarf sheeps/pink
one size

CH_RS_ONE_SIZE

baby blanket/ swaddle sheeps
80x120 cm

OT_OSZ_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ protecvive mask sheeps
one size (from 2 years on)

MA_OWC_D

childrens’ baby scarf  sheeps/gray
one size

CH_OS_ONE_SIZE

baby sleeping bag sheeps
one size

SPI_OSZ_ONE_SIZE



reversible baby cap with ties pink/sheeps
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36 cm - 50 cm)

CZ_RS_S

girls’ longsleeve pink
sizes 56/62-104
BL_MAR_RÓŻ

childrens’ baby scarf sheeps/pink
one size

CH_RS_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ reversible tube scarf pink/sheeps
one size

KO_RS_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ reversible cap pink/sheeps
sizes from 3 months to aprox. 6 years

(42 cm - 53 cm)
CZ_RS



reversible baby cap with ties sheeps/grey
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36cm - 50cm)

CZ_OS_S

baby blanket/ swaddle grey
80x120 cm

OT_SZ_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ leggins grey
sizes 56/62-104

SP_SZL

childrens’ protective mask gray
one size (from 2 years on)

MA_SZ_D

childrens’ hooded longsleeve gray
sizes 56/62-104

BL_KAPT_SZ

reverasible baby scarf grey.sheeps
one size

CH_OS_ONE_SIZE



childrens’ longsleeve gray
sizes 68-104

BL_SZL

childrens’ bodysuit grey
sizes 56/62-80

BO_ZC

childrens’ reversible cap grey/lime
sizes from 3 months to approx. 6 years

(42 cm - 53cm)
CZ_SZL

baby sleeping bag grey
one size

SPI_ZL_ONE_SIZE

reversible baby cap with ties grey/lime
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36cm - 50cm)

CZ_SZL_S

childrens’ playsuit grey
size 56/63

PA_SZL





childrens’ zipped hoodie gray
sizes 68-104

RZ_SZL



childrens’ hooded longsleeve lime
sizes 56/62-104

BL_KAPT_CZ

childrens’ reversible tube scarf
one size

KO_SZL_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ leggins lime
sizes 56/62-104

SP_L

reversible baby cap with ties grey/lime
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36 cm - 50 cm)

CZ_SZL_S

reversible baby cap with ties zigzag/lime
sizes from 0 to 24 months (36 cm - 50 cm)

CZ_LZ_S



childrens’ baby scarf zigzag/lime
one size

CH_LZ_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ baby scarf lime/grey
one size

CH_SZL_ONE_SIZE

childrens’ reversible cap lime/zigzag
sizes from 3 months to approx. 6 years

(42 cm - 53 cm)
CZ_LZ

childrens’ reversible tube scarf lime/zigzag
one size

KO_LZ_ONE_SIZE



childrens’ reversible headband
rasberry/grey

sizes from 0 to 24 months
OP_RSZ

reversible womans’ headband
raspberry/grey

one size 
OP_RSZ_MAMA

childrens’ leggins rasberry
sizes 56/62-104

SP_MAL





reversible womans’ cap grey/black
one size

CZ_SZ_CZ_D

reversible womans’ cap grey/black
one size

CZ_SZ_CZ_D

adults’ reversible tube scarf grey/black
one size

KO_CZ_SZ_A

adults’ reversible tube scarf zigzag/black
one size

KO_CZ_ZYG_A

reversible womans’ cap zigzag/black
one size

CZ_ZYG_CZ_D



adults’ reversible tube scarf grey/black
one size

KO_CZ_SZ_A

adults’ reversible tube scarf pink/grey
one size

KO_RÓŻ_SZ_A

adults’ reversible tube scarf grey/pink
one size

KO_RÓŻ_SZ_A

reversible womans’ cap grey/pink
one size

CZ_RÓŻ_SZ_D

reversible womans’ cap pink/grey
one size

CZ_RÓŻ_SZ_D



reversible mens’ cap lime/grey
one size

CZ_L_SZ_M

reversible mens’ cap grey/lime
one size

CZ_L_SZ_M

adults’ reversible tube scarf lime/grey
one size

KO_L_SZ_A

adults’ reversible tube scarf grey/lime
one size

KO_L_SZ_A

adults’ protective mask grey
one size

MA_SZ_A



We hope to have introduced you to our values and products.
Shall you have interest in any of our products or in details of our offer - please 
let us know at woolbies@woolbies.eu. We will be pleased to provide 
you with any information needed.

 


